Tennis Match Results
Morgan State vs N.C. Central
03/23/17 at Durham, N.C.
(NCCU Tennis Courts)

Morgan State 5, N.C. Central 2

Singles competition
1. JORDAN,Katia (MSUW) def. ROGERS,Jamie (NCCU) 6-3, 6-2
2. KABAMBA,Chloe (MSUW) def. GABRIEL,Jasmine (NCCU) 6-3, 6-3
3. THOMPSON,Danielle (MSUW) def. COVER,Lynsey (NCCU) 6-0, 6-3
4. PRICE,Kayla (MSUW) def. PENA,Emily (NCCU) 6-1, 6-1
5. JEREMIC,Tamara (NCCU) def. PETERS-WASHINGTON,Yv (MSUW) 6-3, 6-3
6. SANTIAGO,Dana (MSUW) def. MULLIS,Lauren (NCCU) 6-0, 6-1

Doubles competition
1. ROGERS,Jamie/COVER,Lynsey (NCCU) def. JORDAN,Katia/PRICE,Kayla (MSUW) 6-4
2. GABRIEL,Jasmine/PENA,Emily (NCCU) def. PETERS-WASHINGTON,Yv/SANTIAGO,Dana (MSUW) 6-2
3. THOMPSON,Danielle/KABAMBA,Chloe (MSUW) def. JEREMIC,Tamara/MULLIS,Lauren (NCCU) 6-0

Match Notes:
Morgan State 4-12
N.C. Central 2-11
T-3:15  A-25